Nitride microcavities offer an exceptional platform for the investigation of light-matter interactions as well as the development of devices such as high efficiency light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lowthreshold nanolasers. Microdisk geometries in particular are attractive for low-threshold lasing applications due to their ability to support high finesse whispering gallery modes (WGMs) and small modal volumes. In this article we review the effect of defects on the properties of nitride microdisk cavities fabricated using photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching of an InGaN sacrificial superlattice (SSL). Threading dislocations originating from either the original GaN pseudosubstrate are shown to hinder the undercutting of microdisk cavities during the photoelectric chemical (PEC) etching process resulting in whiskers of unetched material on the underside of microdisks. The unetched whiskers provide a pathway for light to escape, reducing microdisk Q-factor if located in the region occupied by the WGMs. Additionally, dislocations can affect the spectral stability of quantum dot emitters, thus hindering their effective integration in microdisk cavities. Though dislocations are clearly undesirable, the limiting factor on nitride microdisk Q-factor is expected to be internal absorption, indicating that the further optimisation of nitride microdisk cavities must incorporate both the elimination of dislocations and careful tailoring of the active region emission wavelength and background doping levels.
Introduction
III-nitride materials have been at the centre of a revolution in optoelectronics in the past two decades.
Although this family of materials is perhaps most renowned for their central role in the development of high-brightness white light emitting diodes (LEDs) [1] , they are also promising materials for various other optoelectronic devices. GaN-based microcavities can facilitate the development of exciting new devices such as resonant cavity LEDs [2] , vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [3] , single photon sources (SPSs) [4] , room-temperature polariton lasers [5, 6] , micro-and nanolasers [7] [8] [9] and platforms for studies in cavity quantum electrodynamics [10] .
Despite many successful commercial and technological applications in optoelectronics, III-nitride devices must contend with extremely densities of extended defects, particularly dislcations, attributed to the large lattice mismatch between GaN and commonly used substrates such as sapphire or silicon [11] . As such, the study of effects of defects on III-nitride devices is crucial to their improvement and optimisation. This review will focus on the effects of defects on III-nitride microdisk cavities, an application of III-nitride materials which has garnered considerable attention in the past years [7, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ].
Microcavities
To provide context for out later discussions, we first introduce the concept of microcavities in general and discuss their properties and potential applications.
Microcavity emitters possess rather singular optical properties due to their dimensions. By matching one or more dimensions of the cavity to the order of the wavelength of confined light a plethora of effects can be produced such as low-threshold lasing, directional luminescence and enhanced nonlinear conversion [5] . By confining a dipole within a microcavity, one can modify its emissive properties by altering the photon density of states. The interaction rate between the confined dipole and a cavity photon relative to the average rate of dissipation of a cavity determines whether the microcavity operates in the weak-coupling or strong-coupling regime Weak coupling occurs when dissipation overwhelms the dipole-cavity photon interaction: in essence, the effect of the microcavity in this case is to alter the vacuum description of the dipole lifetime, resulting in an increase in spontaneous emission for on-resonance cavity modes, known as the Purcell effect [17] . Weakly-coupled microcavity systems have applications across a wide range of optoelectronic devices due to this effect: from enhancing the recombination rate and extraction efficiency of embedded single photon emitters [18] to the development of high efficiency, low threshold lasers [14] .
An interaction occurring on shorter timescales than the average dissipation rate of the cavity photon is defined as being in the strong coupling regime, and results in the formation of admixed eigenstates populated by quasiparticles known as polaritons, which are hybrid particles combining a photon and an electric dipole. The bosonic nature of these quasiparticles has led to the observation of spontaneously emitted coherent light from condensates of exciton-polaritons, a phenomenon also known as polariton lasing [19] . The expected threshold energy for coherent emission from a polariton laser is expected to be much smaller than that of a conventional laser due to the lack of the requirement of population inversion , thus rendering polariton lasers extremely attractive as lowthreshold lasing applications [5] . Beyond polariton lasing, strong coupling in microcavities is also required for key quantum information processing tasks such as the entanglement of distinguishable quantum systems and controlled coherent coupling [20, 21] .
A crucial characteristic of an optical cavity is known as its quality factor, or Q-factor. This is simply a measure of the rate of decay of a resonant mode within the cavity through radiative, absorption and scattering losses, where is the proportion of energy lost during a single round-trip of the cavity. By examining the emission spectrum of a cavity, one can extract the respective Q-factors of the modes using the equation:
Where λ cav is the cavity mode wavelength and Δλ cav is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the mode. Reported values in literature are typically the highest extracted Q-factor for all observed modes.
Whilst there are a number of metrics for the performance of microdisk cavities, we will here focus on Q-factor since it can be related quite directly to the loss mechanisms which lead to decay of the relevant mode.
III-nitride Microcavities: Opportunities and Challenges
III-nitride microcavities with embedded optical emitters are highly sought after due to the favourable properties of nitride materials such as low surface recombination velocities [22] , high exciton binding energies (from 20 meV for bulk GaN [23] to 36 meV for GaN quantum dots (QDs) [24] ) and direct bandgaps spanning the ultra-violet and visible wavelengths and into the infra-red [25] [26] [27] , tailored by alloying. These favourable properties have enabled progress with InGaN emitters in many areas such as low threshold lasing [14] , observations of Rabi oscillations [28] and cavity enhanced single photon emission [18] , all in the blue-green spectral range. Although polariton lasing has been demonstrated in several material systems such as InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells (QWs) [29, 30] and CdTe QWs [31, 32] the thermal broadening of the exciton resonances beyond cryogenic temperatures in these materials exceeds their respective binding energies, preventing the realization of practical polariton laser devices capable of operating at room temperatures. III-nitride based microcavities have enabled the demonstration of room-temperature polariton lasing in both optically [5] and electrically injected [6] configurations due to the large oscillator strength and exciton binding energies inherent to this material system [19] .
Despite such promising properties and progress, inherent chemical, structural and electrical properties of III-nitride materials present severe challenges in terms of the realisation of optical devices perhaps best evidenced by the fact quality factors for III-nitride cavities are typically at least an order of magnitude lower than in other III-V systems [33] [34] [35] . Challenges with cavity fabrication include the very high chemical and thermal stability of GaN and InGaN-based materials, leading to difficulties in both dry and wet-etching [36] . The deviation of the GaN unit cell from an ideal tetrahedral structure also results in inherent polarization fields within III-nitrides which not only affect the emissive properties of embedded emitters in cavities but are also sensitive to carrier density and strain [37] , hindering efficient cavity coupling [38, 39] . Issues arising from chemical and electrical properties of the material system are further compounded by the inherently high dislocation densities in heteroepitaxially grown GaN due to lattice mismatched substrates [40] . Sapphire, which is the most commonly used substrate, has a large mismatch of ~17% with c-plane GaN resulting in typical threading dislocation densities as in the range of 10 8 -10 10 cm -2 [41] . It is important to note that the origin of threading dislocations is still debated, though their presence is strongly linked to lattice mismatch [11] . Though dislocations in general are expected to have deleterious effects in terms of the electrical and optical properties of devices [11] , their effects are device-dependent. Some devices fabricated from highly defective III-nitride materials, for example LEDs, demonstrate performance which is remarkably robust to the presence of dislocations [42] , [43, 44] whilst others such as IIInitride laser diodes suffer dislocation-induced degradation due to the high electrical and optical powers used in their operation [45] .
Microdisk Cavities
Various geometries of nitride-based microcavities have been investigated for applications such as those detailed in section 1.2 including Fabry-Perot resonators [27] , [46, 47] , 2-D and 1-D photonic crystal cavities [8, 9, 35, 48, 49] and microdisks [7, 10, 50] . This paper will focus on the microdisk geometry for nitride cavities.Such microcavities are of particular interest, since they can be fabricated using relatively straightforward photolithographic techniques but nonetheless have a small modal volume and are able to support high quality whispering gallery modes [51] . Effective cavities require minimal optical loss, as this reduces the strength of internal optical fields, leading to the requirement of high reflectivities at cavity boundaries. Microdisk, ring and sphere cavities achieve light confinement through total internal reflection, leading to the propagation of whispering gallery modes around the periphery of the disk, making microdisks a highly desirable platform through which to study low-threshold lasing and cavity QED in the nitrides.
The figure below illustrates the first order whispering gallery mode for a 1.2 µm microdisk calculated by finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations. Note how the regions corresponding to areas of high field density (red) are confined to the periphery of the microdisk which is outlined in black. 
Microdisk Fabrication
Despite the expected advantages offered by microdisks, the fabrication of high quality nitride microdisks has proved to be a rather challenging endeavour due to the lack of a convenient wet etching process capable of forming thin disks optically isolated from higher index materials, unlike for the III-V arsenide system [52] . The methods used for nitride micro disk fabrication fall into two main families. Most common are methods which employ a selective wet etch to undercut the disk, where the etched layer may be an AlInN interlayer [53] , an InGaN sacrificial superlattice (SSL) [54] (which must be etched by a photoelectric chemical (PEC) method) or the silicon on which some microdisk epitaxy is grown [55] . Alternatively, although less common, bottom-up growth of GaN microdisks has been performed both by RF-plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (RF-PA-MBE) [56] and by MOVPE on zinc oxide grown on graphene [57] .. Microdisks formed by these various methods are shown in Fig. 2 .. In this paper we will address the PEC etching method in particular, as it has resulted in some of the highest reported quality-factors for III-nitride microdisks thus far [10, 50] , whilst also providing insights into the mechanisms by which defects influence cavity performance [60] .
Early efforts in microdisk nitride fabrication involved dry-etching processes, utilising the refractive index mismatch between the light emitting GaN layers and the sapphire substrate to confine light [7] .
Although stimulated emission and lasing was observed by Chang et al. in dry-etched GaN microdisk cavities [61] , Haberer et al. [59] reduced the required excitation power densities for lasing by an order of magnitude by employing photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching to undercut GaN microdisks, thus providing superior optical confinement due to the index contrast of the GaN/air interface relative to the GaN/sapphire interface used by Chang et al [61] . Further improvements in fabrication were achieved by Tamboli et al. with room temperature lasing achieved in GaN/InGaN microdisks through enhancements in microdisk circularity and sidewall smoothness [7] .
A typical workflow for microdisk fabrication using PEC etching is shown in Fig.3 below: a sample structure containing InGaN active layers in a GaN membrane, with an InGaN sacrificial superlattice is grown on a GaN template. This structure is then masked using SiO 2 microbeads, which act as a hard mask for the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching which results in circular micropillars. Metallic contacts are then deposited, and the sample is submerged in a weakly acidic electrolyte, such as diluted HCl or KOH. PEC etching is then used to undercut the sacrificial superlattice whilst preserving the top membrane, resulting in undercut microdisks. PEC etching was first described for III-nitrides by Minsky et al. [62] , and is an extremely effective method to perform selective etching as it can be defect-selective [60, 63, 64] , dopant-selective [65] and bandgap-selective [63, 66] . In the case of III-nitride microdisk undercutting, a GaN filter is used to absorb light emitted by a Xenon lamp, allowing light of wavelength longer than ~360nm to interact with the structure thus ensuring the majority of carriers are generated in the sacrificial InGaN layer.
Holes generated by the incident light diffuse toward the surface of the InGaN layer which in this case acts as an anode whilst the electrons diffuse toward to the metal cathode due to both the overall potential in the connected cell and the band-bending occurring at the surfaces.
The excess concentration of holes at the sacrificial layer surface drives the oxidation of InGaN, forming Ga 2 O 3 , In 2 O 3 and N 2 , while at the cathode a reduction process is driven by the excess electrons. The oxide generated by the reduction process is then dissolved in the electrolyte, thus etching the sacrificial layer. It is clear that the etch rate of the sacrificial layer is governed by several factors: the rate of generation of the photo-generated electron hole pairs, their diffusion rates towards the anode or cathode, and the concentration of the electrolyte (HCl in this case). It is due to this photogenerated carrier concentration dependence that the PEC etching process is defect and dopant selective [60] .
Whisker Generation in Photoelectric Chemical Etching
PEC etching can be bandgap selective, a property exploited in the fabrication of a variety of photonic devices which require selective undercutting [9, 10] , but is also heavily affected by the presence of dislocations [60] .
Youtsey et al. demonstrated that dislocations impede the progress of PEC etching and used this effect as a method of determining the dislocation density of n-type GaN films: unetched material (or 'whiskers') remained at dislocation sites post-etching due to the electrically active nature of dislocations in GaN, as shown in Fig. 5 . It was confirmed that both mixed and edge dislocations result in the formation of whiskers through cross-sectional TEM [60] . Lazar et al. also reported that both screw dislocations and nanopipes associated with coreless screw dislocations results in the formation of whiskers in PEC etching [67] . Thus, it can be concluded that all types of dislocations result in the formation of whiskers in PEC etching. The mechanism through which the presence of dislocations impedes the PEC etching process relates to the charge trapping property of TDs: it has been suggested based on cathodoluminescence (CL) studies that TDs act as non-radiative recombination centres [68, 69] . In this case, photogenerated holes in the vicinity of TDs would be prevented from diffusing to the epilayer surface thus resulting in unetched material. There is also evidence for negatively charged TDs in n-type GaN, which can lead to hole-trapping at TDs [70] presenting an alternative or additional explanation for the reduction in surface hole concentration and thus reduced etch rate in areas adjacent to TDs [60] .
Evidence for Dislocation Induced Whiskers in Microdisks
In the PEC undercutting of microdisk structures, the lack of etching around dislocations leads to the presence of whiskers protruding from the underside of the disk, as shown in Fig. 6 . We have developed a dual beam SEM/ focussed ion beam (FIB) based sample preparation method which has allowed for the direct observation of a TD within a whisker from a microdisk using TEM.
As the microdisks studied here are extremely sensitive to ion-beam damage and the whiskers are < 100 nm, standard FIB sample preparation procedures are unsuitable for the extraction of single whiskers from already fabricated microdisks.
In order to isolate a whisker on a disk for TEM examination, a target whisker is first identified and the sample rotated in order to ensure optimal positioning of the whisker in the lamella which is lifted-out.
A thick (~2 µm) protective layer of Pt is then deposited by electron beam on the surface of the microdisk. It is crucial to avoid using the ion-beam in this step, as the extremely thin microdisk membrane (< 300 nm) can be swiftly damaged and milled away even during the deposition of protective Pt at low currents. A further benefit of using electron-beam deposited Pt is the superior contrast between the protective layer and the microdisk observable in SEM image during thinning.
Trenches are milled using the ion-beam on either side of the sample and an Omniprobe™ is attached to the sample, the sample is then released using the ion-beam and lifted-out using the Omniprobe. The extremities of the lift-out are then thinned gradually using the FIB, whilst the lamella itself is carefully monitored in the SEM in order to stop the thinning process before damaging the whisker. As typical FIB-prepared TEM sample thicknesses are below 100 nm [71] , the initial positioning of the whisker and monitoring during thinning are crucial to the successful preparation of the sample. The steps described here were performed on the whisker denoted by the red circle in Fig. 6 and are shown in Fig. 7. Following this, the dislocation was identified and characterised using scanning transmission electron microscopy with a high-angle annular dark-field detector (STEM-HAADF) and WBDF-TEM as shown in Fig. 8 a) and b). A region of the microdisk directly above the whisker has been partially milled away during low energy milling of the sample to reduce the impact of ion beam damage. The dislocation observed here is shown to be a pure edge type dislocation, as demonstrated by the bright contrast produced by the TD observable when activating g = which is absent when activating g = as shown in Fig. 8 a) and 8 b) respectively. Screw and mixed dislocations [64] are also expected to hinder the PEC etching process in a similar fashion and generate whiskers. To our knowledge, this is the first observation of a dislocation within a whisker resulting from incomplete PEC undercutting of microdisks, and direct evidence that the unetched material on the underside of PEC etched microdisks are the result of dislocations hindering the etching process.
We envision this type of dual-beam based technique for the extraction and analysis of features on this scale could be extended with the use of various TEM-based analysis methods such as nanocathodoluminescence (nanoCL) [72] or electron tomography [73] for the investigation of specific nano-scale features in devices beyond microdisk cavities, such as photonic crystal cavities [9, 74] , providing a promising platform for device analysis and optimisation.
Origin of Dislocations in PEC undercut Microdisk Cavities
In this section we will consider two origins of dislocations in microdisk cavities fabricated by PEC etching. The first of these is the presence of dislocations which thread through the entire structure from the GaN pseudo-substrate. As GaN is typically grown heteroepitaxially due to the prohibitive price of bulk substrates [40] , GaN epilayers contain high densities of dislocations as discussed in section 1.2. These dislocations thread through the entire structure during the growth of subsequent layers. Bennett has reviewed the origins of TDs in the pseudo-substrate in great depth [11] and thus we will not address these issues here. However, a second source of dislocations can be the InGaN sacrificial superlattice, as reported by El-Ella et al. [75] , which will be discussed in this section.
Haberer et al. demonstrated that design of the sacrificial layer necessitates careful consideration for PEC etching to occur successfully. PEC etching under equivalent conditions was compared between a structure containing a 'thick' low In content InGaN layer and an InGaN superlattice consisting of 20 nm regions of alternating InGaN layers of higher and lower indium content [54] . The thick InGaN layer underwent slow, non-uniform etching due to insufficient carrier confinement which allowed photogenerated carriers to diffuse and recombine before causing etching. The InGaN SSL offered stronger carrier confinement, and also a more uniform distribution of holes across the SSL thickness, due to its modulation of the valence band edge. This allowed for fast, uniform etching during the PEC etching process. This is absolutely crucial in mitigating the polarization fields inherent to c-plane nitrides which would otherwise result in etching at only one interface of the sacrificial layer [76] . As a result, the InGaN SSL design proposed by Haberer et al. with thin alternating layers of varying In content has become a commonly used sacrificial structure for the undercutting of microdisks by PEC etching [7, 10, 13, 15, 50, 54, 59] . However, the relaxation of pseudomorphic InGaN epilayers on GaN substrates is known to result in the generation of dislocations [77] , which in the case of the InGaN SSL growth can result in a second source of dislocations, separate to those associated with the GaN pseudosubstrate.
. El-Ella et al. first demonstrated that the growth of the SSL can result in generation of dislocations by growing a series of structures containing SSLs of varying In content [75] . The general structure of these samples is shown below: Figure 10) revealed the presence not only of threading dislocations initiating at the pseudo-substrate, but also of additional dislocation loops originating from within the SSL. These dislocation loops included misfit segments in the (0001) plane allowing strain relaxation of the SSL. However, additional experimentation using carefully designed test structures showed that such strain relaxation only occurred in structures with an InGaN quantum dot layer grown above the SSL. An SSL grown without an overlying QD layer did not relax, even when subjected to the same thermal cycles which occurred during QD layer growth. Hence, it was suggested that the SSL itself did not exceed the critical stack thickness for strain relaxation in a multilayer, but the additional strain energy associated with the growth of the QD layer did indeed cause relaxation. The results shown by El-Ella et al. [75] suggested that reducing the strain energy arising in the SSL slightly would prevent dislocation loop formation even with the growth of the QD layer, and indeed, by reducing the indium content in the SSL, it proved possible to achieve a fully strained structure without additional dislocation loops [76] . This illustrates the importance of designing the SSL carefully in the context of the full device structure with which it will be integratedparticularly since the extra dislocation loops which were observed in imperfectly designed structures did have a significant impact on cavity performance, as we shall in section 4.1. 
Effect of Whiskers and Dislocations on Microdisk Quality-factor
As detailed in Microdisks fabricated from the two samples detailed in the table -sample A with a higher dislocation density and sample B with a lower dislocation density, were examined in room temperature microphotoluminescence (RT-µPL). The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 11 , along with SEM images of representative microcavity structures.
Figure 11: SEM images and RT PL spectra collected from material A (a,c) and B (b,d). Inset graphs show Lorentzian fits of
the whispering gallery modes [76] .
Microdisks fabricated from sample A exhibited a larger density of whiskers on the underside of the disk. SEM was used to establish that 90% of disks fabricated from material A exhibited whiskers, compared to only 20% of disks fabricated from structure B. The difference between the two samples in terms of Q-factor is illustrated in Figure 12 which includes data foreight microdisks fabricated from each sample. [76] .
Figure 12: Q values from eight modes of microdisks fabricated from structure A( ◊) and B (•)
All microdisks fabricated from sample B show a higher Q-factor than all microdisks from sample A, irrespective of variations in wavelemgth. The average Q-factors for microdisks fabricated from samples A and B were 600 and 2000 respectively, suggesting a strong correlation between Q-factor and material quality. Despite these results, the mechanisms behind Q-degradation were not fully investigated [76] . Furthermore, even when grown on strained SSL structures 20% of the microdisks examined by El-Ella et al. still exhibited whiskers on the underside due to dislocations originating from the GaN pseudo-substrate.
Puchtler et al. addressed these issues by identifying the number and position of TDs in individual microdisk cavities and evaluating the effect of these on the Q-factors of the specific microdisks in question [10] . Unlike earlier studies, this work did not relate average material properties (such as dislocation density) to average device properties, but correlated the performance of each individual device structure with its specific structure. In this study, dark spots in CL images, arising from the reduced radiative recombination in the vicinity of dislocations, were used as a signature for the presence of dislocations, and hence whiskers. The authors first confirmed the correspondence of dark spots in the CL to whiskers by comparing plan-view panchromatic CL images with side-view SEM images of the microdisks. Figure 13 a) shows a typical plan view CL image of a disk, with five dark spots labelled. In Figure 13 b), the same disk is viewed in SEM from the side, and whiskers corresponding to each of the 5 dislocations are identified. Furthermore, in Figure 13 c) a direct correlation between the number of dark spots seen in plan-view CL and the number of whiskers seen in side-view SEM is established. Using plan view CL to measure the number of dislocations per microdisk, the correlation between dislocation number and Q-factor (extracted from the modal peaks in µPL) was investigated. A reduction in Q-factor with increasing dislocation density was reported (Figure 13(a) ), as expected from the results shown in [76] . However when considering TDs within the inner region of the disk (less than 0.4µm from the centre) (Figure 13 b) ) this correlation disappeared. In fact, the relationship between Q-factor and dislocation number is only observed when considering dislocations in the outer periphery of the microdisks (more than 0.4µm from the centre) (Figure 13 c) ), suggesting that only dislocations located in the region within which the WGMs are confined play a significant role in limiting microdisk quality factor [10] . provides a radiative pathway for light confined in this region to escape [10] .
Another important factor to consider is the effect of the dislocations themselves on the optical properties of the microdisks. TDs have been shown to increase impurity levels both at dislocation cores and in an extended region affected by the associated strain field during growth. TEM studies of dislocations have revealed strain related changes in doping occuring on the scale of several nanometres [78, 79] . Threading dislocations can also contain vacancy states at dislocation cores giving rise to 'yellow-band' optical transitions, though these are far away from the wavelength range of III-nitride cavities [80, 81] . In considering the impact of these factors on absorption in the micodisk,
Puchtler et al. reported no significant effect on cavity Q-factor for linear attenuation coefficients up to 10 9 cm -1 (several orders of magnitude greater than the expected value for highly doped GaN [82] ) associated with dislocations modelled as a cylinder of radius 4 nm. Hence, the effect of impurities or point defects associated with TDs on microdisk Q-factor is expected to be of only minor importance, due to the small volume of the cavity affected. Whilst non-radiative recombination at dislocation cores does affect quantum efficiency and is likely to have implications for electrically injected lasers, the lack of any substantial absorption of photons at dislocation sites means that dislocations per se have a rather limited effect on the Q-factor obtained by PL. It is thus the whiskers arising due to PEC etching which limit the Q-factor, rather than any inherent property of the TDs themselves, and from this perspective the use of alternative fabrication methods which avoid PEC rather than the elimination of TDs should be a priority for optimising device performance. Mexis et al. fabricated microdisks incorporating GaN QDs grown on AlN with AlGaN barriers with Q-factors reported as high as 7300 by growing the nitride structure on a silicon substrate, which can be selectively wet etched and produces whisker free microdisks despite the high dislocation density expected from growth on silicon [33] . In addition to the 'whisker-less' fabrication of high Q-factor micordisks, the growth of III-nitride optoelectronic structures on silicon substrates is particularly interesting with regards to the monolithic integration of nitride optoelectronics with silicon electronics, however there remain many difficulties in the large-area growth of GaN on Si due to the large lattice and thermal mismatch between epilayer and substrate [83] .
Effect of Dislocations on Microdisk Active Layers
Although we have reviewed the effects of dislocations on the PEC etching process and the effect of unetched whiskers in microdisks on Q-factor, it is also important to consider the effect dislocations and defects may have on the active region in microdisk emitters which are typically QW or QD layers [84] . QD layers exhibit impacts of dislocations which are not relevant to QWs, and we will discuss these additional challenges here.
Although Puchtler et al. reported little difference in Q-factors between microdisks fabricated with QW and QD layers [10] , QD layers have attracted a large amount of interest due to the strong quantum confinement within these structures, allowing for large radiative recombination rates and extremely narrow linewidths. The theoretical advantages of QD layers compared to QW layers include lower-threshold, higher optical gain and superior temperature stability for lasing [50] . Single QD emitters have also been shown to be extremely promising for single photon source applications [18, 85] .
The devices discussed in this review are have low densities of QDs, based on the estimated QD densities (~10 9 cm -2 ) from atomic force microscopy of the active layers prior to the GaN cap growth [10, 76] and the diameter of the microdisks (~1-2 µm). Low QD densities offer the opportunity for the observation of the coupling of single QWs to cavities, but in this context, the spectral and linewidth stability of the emission from the QD is crucial. Although experiments concerning QD-cavity coupling are often performed at cryogenic temperatures [86, 87] , it is worthwhile to note that temperatures above 40K have been shown to significantly broaden the linewidth and shift the energy of some InGaN QDs [88] . Given that the effect of temperature can be roughly accounted for in cavity design and is not defect related, it will not be discussed in further detail here.
On the other hand, spectral diffusion on the order of seconds has been observed for InGaN
QDs and shown to be both temperature independent up to 40 K and related to dislocations [89] . The spectral diffusion in this case occurs over periods exceeding 5 seconds, which is the accumulation time for each TIPL acquisition. Although fluctuations of composition and thickness in the InGaN layer around the QDs can result in carrier localisation [91] , only the trapping energy of dislocations should lead to a trapping lifetime on the order of seconds [92] , supporting the correlation between dislocation density and QD spectral diffusion shown by Reid et al. [39] . As such the spectral diffusion in QD emission observed is attributed to trapped charges at dislocation, highlighting the potentially deleterious impact of dislocations on the microdisks devices based on QDs despite the limited impact of dislocation-induced absorption reported by Puchtler et al [10] .
Concluding Remarks
Despite the effect of dislocations on microdisk Q-factor reported by Puchtler et al. and El-Ella et al., it is important to consider other factors which may affect microdisk Q-factors. Whilst an anticorrelation between microcavity Q-factor and dislocations counts within the modal volume of microdisk WGMs was observed by Puchtler et al., even dislocation-free microdisk Q-factors were observed to fall well short of theoretically predicted values, indicating whisker induced losses are not the primary limiting variable for microdisk Q-factor [10] . We will discuss the different contributions and primary limiting factor for cavity Q-value here.
The quality factor of a cavity can be described by the following equation:
where Q IA , Q r and Q scat denote the internal absorption losses, intrinsic radiative losses and surface scattering losses respectively. In discussing the relative contributions of each of these sources of loss in the III-nitride system it is important to note Q-factor is in part determined by cavity design and geometry. Intrinsic radiative losses decrease with increasing disk radius [93] , indicating microdisks with smaller dimensions are in theory undesirable from this perspective. However low-threshold lasers require small modal volumes in order to increase the spontaneous emission factor, smaller microdisks with greater inherent radiative losses are required for these applications. Nonetheless, Q r is expected to be several orders of magnitude larger than the other factors for the microdisks described by Puchtler et al. and as such is not expected to affect the overall quality factor [10] . Surface scattering, which is dependent both on surface roughness resulting from the microdisk fabrication and disk morphology is also expected to play a minimal role in III-nitride microdisks, as the ICP etch process is capable of producing surfaces with an root-mean square (RMS) roughness below 2 nm [10] .
It is in fact the losses due to internal absorption that are expected to dominate the Q-factor of IIInitride microdisks as emission below the band-edge of GaN can experience significant absorption due to moderate unintentional doping resulting in increased electronic transitions between donor-acceptor levels and defects [82] . , depending on dopant levels, growth conditions and substrate [82, [94] [95] [96] . These correspond roughly to the values reported, confirming the role of internal absorption as the determining factor for microdisk Q-value [10] . The large range of predicted Q-values is attributed to variations in structural defects and dopants in reported literature which can cause a wide variety of absorption in the free carrier absorption and Urbach tail regions [82] . Thus while microdisks in other materials systems such as silicon or GaAs have Q-values that are limited by intrinsic radiative and scattering losses and thus much higher (in the range of 10 5 -10 6 ) [93, 97] , III-nitride microdisk Q-factors are limited by absorption losses. This poses an extremely difficult challenge in terms of enhancing nitride microdisk Q-factor reducing internal absorption losses requires careful tailoring of both active region emission and background doping levels.
In conclusion, we have reviewed the effects of dislocations on the properties of III-nitride microdisk property which impedes PEC etching has been shown to induce instability in the emission of QDs, or spectral diffusion, a considerable obstacle to the achievement of both weak and strong coupling in QD embedded III-nitride microcavities. In addition to the effects of dislocations, internal absorption due to incorporated impurities also presents a considerable technological hurdle as the limiting variable on III-nitride microdisk Q-factor, suggesting that further optimisation strategies of III-nitride microdisks must combine careful engineering of emission wavelength and background doping levels, a fabrication approach which provides whisker-free microdisks and low dislocation densities for limited spectral diffusion in the context of integrated QDs in order to be truly effective.
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